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T

HE idea came to James while writing a book about the white truffles of Alba: a

musical to tell the story of a special dog who helps a family rediscover love while
teaching Giovanni, a truffle hunter, and his son Paolo that the truffle must be saved.
The first effort towards this studio performance of the musical is the recording 		
of “Carlotta” for the CD The Alba Sessions in 2020, our first collaboration.
Since last summer, we traded ideas to convey the story of Carlotta in music and words.
James scribbled down fragments of lyrics whenever an idea caught him. He sent those to
Filippo, sometimes including his humming and singing (recorded with his phone) to suggest
melodies. From our emails and conversations, Filippo would produce demos overnight, such
as “Takes Time.” Exceptional. The result is what could be done in the time we had with
remarkable artists, many of whom were only available because performances were canceled
under lockdown rules.
Musicals today, especially those for children, are too heavily orchestrated, we felt. The
simplicity and beauty expressed in a lullaby is more musical, more true. Envisioning that
troubadours would be the narrators on stage to evoke the Renaissance past of the Piedmont,
the musical’s compositions should use some instruments from that time, we thought. Filippo
did so. Yet, music from other eras, including ours, was also an inspiration. The result fuses
many influences. Above all, the synergy between us was special — even more so given the
distance separating us and the challenges of COVID.
It is one thing to have an idea, but another to have it take form. There, the enormous
work of developing the orchestrations, finding the singers, recording the performances, and
mixing the result fell all to Filippo. His energy, vision, and precision are at the heart of this
project.
The recording, too, reflects the genius and creativity of all who contributed as
musicians and singers. Each is highly accomplished. They added enthusiasm, intelligence, a
heart-felt joy, and the gift of their talent. This project pulled us together in special ways, all
reflected in what you hear in this recording. Making music is a wonder.
Carlotta is a simple story about finding truffles. But it goes beyond that to reveal
nature’s work to rescue our environment and the struggles to enjoy a valuable, rare pleasure.
The curse of greed haunts. The search, too, is a metaphor for our personal quests to discover
capabilities and achieve dreams.
Our hope is that all who hear the words and music will rediscover themselves and all
around them. We are all artists. We are all dreamers. And in being so, we give hope that
humankind will be better and better with each day’s passing. Carlotta shows us the way.
Grazie mille.
Avanti, fortissimo.
James
June 2021

Filippo

The Story
On a winter’s night in the Piedmont, Angelica delivers her third and final litter of
puppies. Her breed, Lagotto Romagnolo, is recognized as strong truffle hunters and her
puppies are sought in the Piedmont. She delivers her first three puppies, all sons, easily.
Then, she tries in pain, her most difficult birth ever. Angelica’s owners worry about her
health. Carlotta is born hours later, Angelica’s only daughter. Her coat is pure white, while her
brothers have copper-white coats spotted with brown. Carlotta takes longer to find Angelica’s
embrace. Angelica realizes immediately that Carlotta will be different: stronger and more
confident than all her other puppies. As the puppies grow, they each find a home except for
Carlotta. One day, Giovanni and his son Paolo come to the farm. Paolo immediately falls in
love with Carlotta. His father tests Carlotta’s smell and ability to find truffles by running in the
woods with her to see if she finds a ball drenched in truffle odors. She fails. Giovanni and Paolo
leave. A few days later, they return. Carlotta immediately rushes to Paolo. They run and run
together. Against his doubts, Giovanni agrees to take her home. Carlotta meets Rossella, the
cook for Giovanni and Paolo. Both motherless, Paolo and Carlotta become very close. Giovanni
teaches Carlotta how to hunt but she is not interested, wanting to play with Paolo to make
him content, sensing the great sadness he has had after his mother died. Rossella shows how
singing is the best way to remain happy throughout life. Giovanni, Carlotta, and sometimes
Paolo go to the woods together to find truffles. Giovanni grows frustrated at Carlotta since she
doesn’t find truffles — even though they have been looking daily for weeks throughout the
autumn nights. Giovanni wants to return Carlotta, but Rossella pleads with him to keep her.
On one hunt, Carlotta hears the voice of a truffle, Bruno, who urges her to leave him alone. As
the story comes to a close, there is tragedy that teaches Giovanni, his friend Carlo,
Carlotta, and Paolo lessons to guide their lives forever more.

Cast

Giovanni a truffle hunter, vineyard worker (Tenor)
Francesco Rainero
Paolo son of Giovanni (Tenor)
Francesco Conti
Rossella cook for Giovanni and Paolo (Mezzo soprano)
Giulia Rossi
Carlotta the dog of Giovanni and Paolo (Soprano)
Bianca De Astis
Rocco brother of Carlotta (Baritone; but non-singing part for CD)
Angelica mother of Carlotta and Rocco (Mezzo soprano)
Ester
Carlo a truffle hunter/friend of Giovanni who owns Rocco;
university professor of philosopher (Tenor/baritone)
Alan Bonner
Bruno a truffle (Baritone/bass)
Drew Righi
Marco the dog of Giovanni and Paolo before Carlotta
(only mentioned; no spoken or singing role)
Troubadours the storytellers

Prologue
TROUBADOUR

[Spoken. Not included in recording.]
Once upon a time.
When all was uncertain.
And much was feared.
When the way things had been
For a very, very long time
Wasn’t the same, anymore.
Mountains stayed snowless and brown.
Springs less green; summers hotter.
Earth was crying —
Its anguish the consequence of all we had done.
Late, one winter’s night,
The winds, bouts of anger.
The barn’s windows, walls, and shingles shivered.
For Angelica it was a longer night
Than her past two litters.
On this night,
Three puppies came into the world—
All boys.
And then—
In fear, in pain, she waited.
Slowly, Carlotta was born.
Her fur, pure white —
Unlike her brothers,
Whose coats were copper-white,
Covered with brown spots.
Carlotta was slow
To find Angelica’s embrace.
She would be different,
Angelica knew.

Stronger and brighter
Than all of Angelica’s other puppies.
Carlotta would do things her own way.
And, Carlotta would be Angelica’s
Last gift to the world.
Truffle hunters came from Piedmont
To take Angelica’s puppies home.
Weeks after birth,
Her three sons disappeared,
One by one.
But Carlotta stayed behind.
Many watched her, then left.
Except for a father, Giovanni,
and his son, Paolo.
They had come before—
Then returned.
Angelica hoped they would
Take Carlotta home.
She could see
Carlotta and Paolo were lost in joy
Each time they played.
One day, Giovanni and Paolo
Came for the last time.
They brought Carlotta home
To hunt for truffles.
But Carlotta would have her own ideas.
She would learn that things must change.
With her love, she would help
Giovanni and Paolo see
What they had yet to understand.
Little by little, she would try—
With love.

Sogni d’Oro
Angelica expresses her love for her
newborn puppies.
ANGELICA
Sleep golden dreams.
Stay warm aside my heart.
Sing with angels.
Dance with stars.
Tell the moon tales.
CHORUS
ANGELICA
Sleep my baby, sleep.
Sogni d’oro.
Sogni d’oro.
Sogni d’oro.

First Steps
Angelica watches her puppies wandering
beyond where they huddled.
ANGELICA
Like spring you raced ahead.
The wind chased you.
I saved you from most storms.
Tomorrow was forever.
Couldn’t see past today — as hard as I tried.
Know all you can.
Love embraces some;
Leaves many fearing its touch.

What Is This World?

Act One
ANGELICA
Before the sun
Sails above snowy peaks,
Let dreams lead you.
Wherever you wander,
My hopes will light the way.
CHORUS
ANGELICA
ANGELICA
Fear no storm—
No matter where you go.
I will shelter you from afar.
You’ll warm my heart.
You’ll fill my soul.
Dream of us forever more.

CHORUS
ANGELICA
First steps.
First steps.
First steps.

CHORUS
ANGELICA
ANGELICA
Seeds sprout tall oaks
To hold up the sky.
Dream you’ll climb them
High above the clouds.
There, I’ll wait
To bring you home.
CHORUS
ANGELICA

As the puppies start to search around
the barn and outside, they are lost trying
to understand the world around them.
The puppies will soon leave to become
truffle hunters in the Piedmont. Angelica
offers advice.
ANGELICA
As far as we go, more to find ahead.
The more we love, the more we know.
Even in darkness light whispers.
One day the wind turns; by night, all
goes still.
CHORUS
CARLOTTA and her brothers, each
singing a different line
What is this world?
Will I ever know?
Where will I be?
Will I always follow you home?

CARLOTTA the first line only;
ANGELICA the rest of the verse
Much to learn, your eyes tell me.
Be brave. Be wise. Stay true to all you are.
Too easy to look down—
Look above, look around.
You’ll make it through—
Storms and puddles, loneliness and
love, too.
CHORUS
CARLOTTA and her brothers, each
singing a different line

ANGELICA
Rainbows never hide.
You can chase clouds away.
Beware dark woods—
Witches prowl, boars roam, dragons hide.
Listen to owls nesting on clouds.
They know the way home.
CHORUS
CARLOTTA and her brothers, each
singing a different line

ANGELICA
You’ll stumble, you’ll fall.
You’ll fear another try.
Never lean against the wind.
Find the line between evil and good—
It’s sometimes hard to see.
Hate can turn to love
Just as winter ends in spring.

Friends
Paolo meets Carlotta for the first time.
They run and play in the yard outside the
barn. Both motherless, they find joy being
with each other.
PAOLO
Catch me if you can, Carlotta.
Catch me over here.
Catch me if you can, Carlotta.
I’m now hiding here.
You know my secrets—
Let me hear yours.

CHORUS
PAOLO and CARLOTTA
Follow me;
I’ll follow you.
Always one,
Together,
Always one.
CARLOTTA
Catch me if you can Paolo,
Catch me over here.
Catch me if you can Paolo,
I’m now hiding here.
Love will keep us warm.
As our mothers always could.

CHORUS
PAOLO and CARLOTTA
PAOLO and CARLOTTA
Hard to be brave alone.
Together, we are.
Whatever we try,
Whatever we know—
Always better when we’re two.
Much to do—
Even more now that I’m with you.
CHORUS
PAOLO and CARLOTTA

How To Hunt
Giovanni tries to teach Carlotta how to find
truffles. Paolo teaches Carlotta the game of
hide and seek.
GIOVANNI
You must learn Carlotta.
That’s how you must live.
You must try, Carlotta.
It’s how you will find
Treasures hiding deep underground.

Sing
Carlotta goes to the home of Giovanni
and Carlo. She meets Rossella, who sings
to Carlotta. By singing you clear away
sadness and experience the wonder each
day offers.
ROSSELLA
Sing.
Wake dreams sleeping inside.
Sing.
Songs in your heart
Turn tears to smiles.
They fill my heart, too.
Sing.

VOCALISE
ROSSELLA
Sing.
All you imagine—and more.
Sing
Open your eyes—
To wonder and joy, to love.
To see all in new light.
Sing.
VOCALISE

ROSSELLA and CARLOTTA
Sing.
A song you remember.
Sing
Whatever comes to mind.
Be amazed at all you can do,
All you can give with a song.
Sing.
VOCALISE

GIOVANNI
So much to teach you, Carlotta,
So much you must know.
Remember the smell of this ball, Carlotta.
Remember it well.
Go find the ball, Carlotta,
Not very far to go.
Follow your nose—
That’s what you must learn.
It’s why you are here.
CHORUS
GIOVANNI
Never stop trying.
Never doubt all you can do.
We must learn things
We neither like nor understand.
Nothing comes if you play all day.
Nothing comes if you run away.
GIOVANNI
I’ve hidden the ball again, Carlotta.
Don’t you want the ball?
Where did you go, Carlotta?
Why can’t you find the ball?
Is something wrong, Carlotta?
Can’t you smell at all?

PAOLO
Go, Carlotta,
Go find the ball that smells.
You will find it, Carlotta.
You will, you will, I know.
Run that way, Carlotta;
It’s not very far.
Yes, Carlotta, yes,
You’ve done it.
You have found the ball.
Let’s start our game all over again.
CHORUS
GIOVANNI and PAOLO
GIOVANNI
She must find truffles.
Will she ever learn?
Something is wrong.
I knew it from the start.
She was her mother’s last.
The last to find a home, too.
PAOLO
Let’s try again, Carlotta,
Outside where we run and run.
The ball is buried, Carlotta,
Hiding as truffles do.
Let’s run outside and see, Carlotta
Let’s find the ball.
You are smarter than me.
You know things I never will.
CHORUS
GIOVANNI and PAOLO
GIOVANNI
Let’s see, my son,
Let’s see what she finds.
I will try to teach her—I will, I will.
Carlotta brings us love.
She makes our lives, our home full.
Sometimes that isn’t enough.
Without truffles, we cannot make ends meet.

PAOLO
What is wrong Carlotta?
What is wrong?
Your sad eyes tell me
You can’t find the ball.
Don’t you smell anything, Carlotta?
But I know you do.
Are you teasing, Carlotta?
Is this your game to play?
CHORUS
PAOLO, GIOVANNI and CARLOTTA
GIOVANNI
We will head to the woods, Carlotta.
I’ve taught you all I know.
PAOLO
We will play hide and seek, Carlotta.
He will see how hard you try.
He will never know—that we’re playing
our game.
GIOVANNI
We will see, Carlotta,
We will see.
Yes, it takes time to learn the way.
Yes, not easy, I know.
Years ago, many truffles could be found.
My grandfather taught me how.
His ways—I’m showing you and Paolo now.
Try, Carlotta, try.
I cannot wait too long.

In The Woods
Giovanni, Paolo, and Carlotta venture
into the woods every night during truffle
season starting in late September.
GIOVANNI
Each night we start again.
Secrets hidden all around.
Blind hopes guide our way.
The moon and stars sometimes, too.
Alone together;
Together alone.
Before dawn sends us home.

Leave Me Be
While wandering with Paolo, Carlotta
discovers the truffle Bruno. He urges
Carlotta to leave him alone, that the
future of humanity depends on his
ability to mature and seed future
generations.
BRUNO
Let me hide underground.
To live as we always have—
My friends, the trees, tower above.
To be as nature hopes us to be.
She knows our secrets.
Only her magic wakes us from a
long sleep.
BRUNO
We’ve heard time tremble
Long before you ever could.
We see in the dark
More than you ever will.
We struggle to grow.
We need a perfect world,
Or else we sleep and sleep.

Act Two
CHORUS
GIOVANNI
Finding the impossible
In these woods,
In our lives.
Never knowing if we’ll ever find the way.
Never knowing if we ever can.
GIOVANNI
You must learn all I know.
One day you’ll be on your own.
This must be part of your life.
As it is for me.
Never let her stray, never.
These nights are not for play.
She must earn her way.

CHORUS
BRUNO
Let me be as I am.
That’s how it must be.
I’m meant to be free.
Leave me be.
Leave me be.
BRIDGE
BRUNO
I’m thirsty and weak.
No rain; too much heat.
Something is wrong.
No trees left for our homes.
We are taken long before we’ve grown.
We need time to be alone.
BRUNO
Pretend I’m not here.
Ignore my family, too.
Keep my secret.
Nature needs time to heal.
Or, we’ll soon all be gone.
This forest and your world, too.

PAOLO
Carlotta, help us see what you see.
All these hours, all these days
Alone in the dark
Let’s make it a game.
Play hide and seek.
Follow the smells;
There’s nothing more you can do.
CARLOTTA
I will try — only for you
I’m scared in the dark.
Hungry beasts prey all around.
We must run away and hide.
I smell nothing anywhere,
As much as I hope.
No truffles live here anymore.

She Must Go. She Must Stay
Giovanni and Rossella quarrel over
whether Carlotta should stay given that
she has failed as a truffle hunter.
GIOVANNI
I’d hoped that she’d learned.
I tried my best every day, I did.
Paolo loves her, I know.
She is his joy night and day.
We’ve gone for weeks—
No truffles found.
This cannot be.
To wander nights and days.
And still have bills I cannot pay.
She must go. She must.
There is no other way.

BRUNO
Let me be as I am.
That’s how it must be.
I’m meant to be free.
Leave me be.
Leave me be.
Leave me be.

CHORUS
GIOVANNI and ROSSELLA
GIOVANNI: She must go.
ROSSELLA: Let her stay.
GIOVANNI: I know best.
ROSSELLA: Open your heart.

CHORUS
CARLOTTA and BRUNO sing
together at this point but their words
are slightly different at times.
CARLOTTA
I will let you be as you are.
This is how it must be.
To be as free as you are.
To leave you be.
To leave you be.

ROSSELLA
Let her stay.
Paolo cannot live alone—
No, he cannot.
She gives him love—
Like his mother once did.
They run and play.
Can you not see
All his pain if she goes?
He’ll have no hopes.
Stop hunting truffles.
Now is the time.

GIOVANNI: He must learn.
ROSSELLA: He’s only a boy.

In The Woods/Reprise
They return to the woods.
GIOVANNI, CARLOTTA, and PAOLO
Finding the impossible
In these woods,
In our lives.
Never knowing if we ever will.
Never knowing if we ever can.

GIOVANNI: She must go.
ROSSELLA: Let her stay.
GIOVANNI: I must pay the bills.
ROSSELLA: Build our home on love.
GIOVANNI: He lost his mother.
ROSSELLA: Carlotta left hers to live
here with us.
GIOVANNI: Two motherless children, I
know, I know.
ROSSELLA: Together, they will find
their way.
GIOVANNI: They tell each other things
we don’t understand.
ROSSELLA: They understand each
other; we must understand them.
ROSSELLA: Let Carlotta stay.
GIOVANNI: O.K., O.K. For now, she
will stay.

Beware

Giovanni and his friend Carlo warn of
the dangers from the competition among
truffle hunters as supply dwindles.
GIOVANNI
Beware.
The scoundrels hide everywhere.
They stop at nothing for truffles.
Nothing.
Angry with desire.
Mad with greed.
Watch for their tricks.
Their deadly tricks.

CHORUS
GIOVANNI and CARLO
This world is theirs, not ours.
They’re cowards; they kill innocent dogs.
And leave us in pain.
We’ll never understand why.
CARLO
Few care.
Most look away.
They only want truffles to eat — nothing
more worries them.
Nature doesn’t understand,
Neither do we.
Why humans are cruel.
To kill dogs so loving, so kind.
Dogs who did nothing wrong.

GIOVANNI
Fortunes crumble
Quicker than made.
The scoundrels will suffer
From their own deadly schemes.
No one is spared.
In dark woods friends can be enemies
to survive.
My last is gone.
Will Carlotta go soon, too?
CHORUS
GIOVANNI and CARLO

CARLO
Makes no sense.
How could anyone
End Rocco’s life?
All he did — was for love, only love.
He gave us joy all his days.
The truffle he found —
His last, his last.
This cannot be.
GIOVANNI
So much in my life is gone.
So sudden; too soon.
Never understood why.
Before Carlotta, my Marco poisoned.
He had no chance to survive.
With each goodbye,
We lose something inside.
Hard to find strength —
We must, we must.
Keep faith in the good we all have inside.

Carlo, Giovanni, Paolo, and Carlotta are
devastated by the tragedies. Rossella
comforts them, explaining how time does
heal, but that it takes time.
ROSSELLA
Time.
You say it takes time.
Time.
Need time.
Only time.

A celebration of Carlotta and all she has
taught us.
CHORUS
GIOVANNI and CARLO
All you hear is silence
Of passing moons,
Wandering stars,
Rising suns.
Morning turns to night
Before morning comes again.
PAOLO
What is wrong, Carlotta?
You know something is wrong.
You look into our eyes.
You hear our hearts, feel our loss.
Yes, something is wrong.
No more hunts —
We cannot risk your life.
No more time in the woods.
No more trying to make you
Someone you can never be.

CARLOTTA
I have no way to explain.
Bruno is gone.
I gave his secret away.
Only Rocco knew.
He did it for love, I know.
No more truffles are here.
Never again, never anymore.
Our world cannot be
If we take more than we give,
If we do not wait for nature to heal.
CHORUS
GIOVANNI, CARLO, and CARLOTTA
Things must end —
To harm for greed.
We won’t be fools
For their traps.
We’ll never suffer again.
Never again.

Words.
You say no words can be found.
Words.
Need time for words.
Only words.

Love.
You say it heals.
Love.
Need time for love.
Only love.

Hope.
You say hope ends pain.
Hope.
Need time for hope.
Only hope.

Time
You say it takes time.
For words, hope, and love.
Time.
Faster than our hearts ever can.
Time takes all.
All takes time.

Carlotta

No Longer There
Tragedy hits as Giovanni and others
reflect on dangers in truffle hunting and
the life changes needed.

Takes Time

CARLOTTA
Teach me all you know.
Let me run and play.
Together we’ll find
Our hopes hidden away.
The silent world sings each night.
We go for days, nothing found.
We never tire of our games.
Even when cold and fog surround.

Epilogue
[Spoken. Not included in recording.]
TROUBADOUR
And, so, our story ends.
Sogni d’oro.

CHORUS
ALL
Little stars smile from above.
I look and look and look.
With you I have no fears.
With love we have no tears.

CHORUS
ALL
Little stars shine above.
I look and look and look.
With you I have no fears.
With love we have no tears.

CARLOTTA
One night I hear your voice.
You tell me your sad tale.
You must be left alone.
Or, else our world will fail.

GUITAR SOLO/BRIDGE

I run and run away.
I no longer want to play.
Sadness fills my heart.
Dark clouds never leave our days.

ALL
Together we are one.
Warm against cold nights.
You helped me find my way.
I now know where to go.

